Abstract We analyze constrained quantum systems where the dynamics do not preserve the constraints. This is done in particular for the restriction of a quantum particle in R n to a curved submanifold, and we propose a method of constraining and dynamics adjustment which produces the right Hamiltonian on the submanifold when tested on known examples. This method will be the germ of a \Dirac algorithm for quantum constraints." We generalise it to the situation where the constraint is a general selfadjoint operator with some additional structures.
{2{
1. Introduction.
The problem of enforcing constraints in classical mechanics has had satisfactory solutions for some time now Di, GNH, MW] . The same is not true in quantum mechanics, contrary to claims of \quantizations" of classical constrained systems after constraining. Quantization maps are rarely unique nor well-de ned VH, Wo, Ri, GGT] . Moreover, using noncommutativity, some constraints can be de ned in quantum mechanics with zero classical limit. This means that the general problem of quantum constraints needs to be solved in the quantum arena without appealing to classical methods.
There is presently a wide variety of methods for imposing quantum constraints Di, GH, HT, La, SW] but these methods deal with the kinematics only at the quantum level, and their interrelations are unclear. When the given quantum dynamics preserves the constrained subsystem that is ne, one only needs to restrict it to the constrained subsystem to obtain the constrained dynamics. However, when this is not the case the problem arises of how to appropriately adjust the constraint set and the dynamics into a stable system. (New constraints produced by such a method are generally called secondary constraints). The obvious strategy of xing the dynamics and extending the constraint set to its orbit under the dynamics, produces the wrong physics in examples. It is our opinion that the question of secondary quantum constraints and dynamics adjustment is a physical problem, and cannot be decided by mathematical arguments alone. In this paper we set out to solve this problem of secondary quantum constraints in the limited class of systems consisting of the restriction of a quantum particle on R n to a smooth (possibly curved) submanifold i.e. the case of holonomic constraints (cf. p75 Ar]). The motivation for this choice is as follows: (1) there are several examples of quantum mechanics on surfaces available (e.g.
S 2 ) against which we can test the results of our analysis.
(2) in R n there is ample geometry available to guide the intuition, e.g. a metric, hence normal vectors and Lebesgue measure, (3) generalisations are easy from this class, in fact in Sect. 6 we propose a generalisation of it to the case of a general selfadjoint operator on a Hilbert space {3{ with additional structures, (4) a constraint in this situation is of the form '(q) = 0 which has an immediate obvious quantization in the Schrodinger representation, whereas a constraint of the form '(q; p) = 0 need not have a unique quantization, (5) physically these systems in R 3 can be approximated by very thin lms or wires and so are close to experimental veri cation. (6) the exposition of constraint methods for these systems are more transparent than for more general ones, The kinematics of quantum systems of this type has already been done concretely by Landsman La] and abstractly at the C*{level by Grundling and Hurst GH] , so any new proposed method should be compatible with these. We will not consider BRST{methods HT] , as we believe these not to be equivalent at the quantum level to the other methods Gr, LL, Mc] . So to summarize; we aim to solve for this class of systems the problem of secondary quantum constraints, i.e. given a constrained system where the dynamics do not preserve the constraints, to nd a method of adjustment which agrees on known constrained systems with the right physics.
The architecture of the paper is as follows; in Sect. 2 we summarize the Dirac procedure for constraining a classical particle to a submanifold, both local and global, and we also do two examples. In Sect. 3 we consider the question of quantum constraints, we rst summarize the usual Dirac procedure, then start to analyze the situation of restricting a quantum particle in R n to a lower dimensional submanifold ? . We obtain the constraining map from the Hilbert space L 2 (R n ) of the unconstrained particle to that of the constrained particle L 2 (?) , and we discuss generalisations to other types of constrained systems. In Sect. 4 we solve the problem of how to obtain from the Hamiltonian of the original particle a constrained Hamiltonian on L 2 (?) , and we apply it to two examples;-restricting a free particle in R 3 to a sphere and a cylinder, and we obtain in each case the correct Hamiltonian. In Sect. 5, we consider how to obtain observables on L 2 (?) from the original observables on L 2 (R n ) , i.e. we analyse when we obtain sensible liftings of operators through the map , and how to obtain a suitable eld algebra for the constrained particle. In Sect. 6 we suggest a {4{ generalisation of the method of the preceding sections to the constraining situation where the constraint is a selfadjoint operator on an abstract Hilbert space, with zero in the continuous part of the spectrum. We nd that we need to assume some additional structure to do the work which the geometry of R n does in the method of the preceding sections. The reader in a hurry can start with Sect. 3.
Classical Secondary Constraints.
We start by recalling the basic Dirac{Bergman method Di, Su, SM] which is of course a local procedure. However to keep this brief, we only present it in the context of a particle in R n constrained to an (n?1){dimensional submanifold ? , which is the system at the focus of this paper.
The full phase space is R 2n with generic point (q; p) and the usual Poisson algebra P = ? C 1 (R 2n ); f ; g is the setting for the problem. We specify a smooth (n ? 1){dimensional submanifold ? in R n as the zero set of a smooth function ' 2 C 1 (R n ) , i.e. ? = ' ?1 (0) . We also assume r' 6 = 0 on ? so we can use the gradient to de ne a normal on ? . The Hamiltonian for a particle in a potential V is:
H c = 1 2m p p + V (q) : So we have a constrained system with a single primary constraint '(q; p) := '(q) and primary constraint manifold in phase space ' ?1 (0) = ? R n =: ? p m p (r') is a secondary constraint determining a smaller submanifold ? f := ' ?1 (0) \ ?1 (0) , which again must be preserved by time evolution.
In the examples in the rest of this paper we will constrain free motion to a surface, so for this case (V = 0) : where L 3 := q 1 p 2 ? q 2 p 1 is the usual angular momentum around the q 3 {axis .
Next we recall the global version of the Dirac{Bergman method of constraints as worked out by Gotay, Nester and Hinds GNH] , which is a considerable simpli cation. Start with a symplectic manifold (M; !) ( nite dimensional here) and a Hamiltonian H 2 C 1 (M) . Let M 1 M be a given primary constraint submanifold. Now the evolution equation X ! = dH may not have solutions for the vector eld X tangential to M 1 , so let M 2 := m 2 M 1 dH(m) = X !(m) for some X 2 T m M 1 :
However the time evolution must now preserve M 2 , so iterate:
When this iteration converges sensibly, we obtain a nal constraint manifold M c on which dH = X ! has solutions X 2 ? 1 (M c ) smooth vector elds on M c , which provide the desired time evolutions. Geometrically we can think of M c as the largest submanifold which has a vector eld X which is tangential at {7{ each m 2 M c to a trajectory of the time evolution of the original unconstrained manifold M . The completeness of X is still an open question for the general analysis. (Below we will refer to the above as the GNH{algorithm).
We will take this geometric picture as the guiding principle for constraining the dynamics of a quantum system below in Sect. 4. 3. Constraining the representation space. Next we introduce our main object of study. Consider a quantum particle in R n in the Schr odinger representation. Its basic data consists of the Hilbert space {8{ H = L 2 (R n ; ) (with the Lebesgue measure), and on the dense subspace C 1 c (R n ) of smooth functions of compact support, we have the position operator (q )(x) := x (x) , the momentum operator (p)(x) := (ir )(x) and a Hamiltonian H (which is 1 2mp p when the particle is free). These operators are all essentially selfadjoint and preserve C 1 c (R n ) . We wish to constrain this particle to a given smooth (n?1){dimensional submanifold ? R n . Assume we have a bounded real{valued constraint function ' 2 C 1 (R n ) with r' nonzero and bounded on a neighbourhood of ? , and ? = x 2 R n '(x) = 0 = ' ?1 (0) :
(Notice that the level hypersurfaces of ' form a foliation of this neighbourhood To].) Quantize ' by the multiplication operator '(q) , i.e.
(' )(x) = '(x) (x) 8 2 H which is selfadjoint since ' is real{valued, and bounded because ' is.
Assume we are given a concrete eld algebra F B(H) , which should be a C*{ algebra containing all relevant operators in bounded form, e.g.' , exp ia q , exp ia p ( a 2 R n ). The choice of eld algebra will turn out to be important for producing a meaningful algebra of observables in the constrained system, but we will return to this matter in a later section. In summary, we are assuming the following data: the operatorsp ,q and H on C 1 c (R n ) L 2 (R n ) ,
A bounded ' 2 C 1 (R n ) with ? = ' ?1 (0) a smooth (n?1){dimensional submanifold, and with r' nonzero and bounded in a neighbourhood of ? , A unital eld algebra F on L 2 (R n ) .
We would like to nd a way of imposing the constraint \' = 0 " on this system.
However since ? is a null{set of , we have Ker' = f0g , and so Dirac's method of restriction to the kernel of the constraint fails. The fact that zero is in the continuous spectrum of' is physically due to the uncertainty principle;{ a particle con ned to ? will violate Heisenberg's uncertainty principle in a direction normal to ? .
{9{
At present there are two methods which can handle the above situation;{ the T{procedure of GH], as well as Landsman's application of Rie el induction La]. The T{procedure \ignores" the original representation of F , considers F as an abstract C*{algebra, for which it then nds those representations for which zero is in the discrete part of the spectrum of (') and works out the algebraic structures associated with factoring Ker (') out of each of those representations. On the other hand, Landsman's method assumes a locally compact group H with a continuous proper action on R n such that ? is precisely the set of points left invariant. Assuming some initial representation of H on L 2 (R n ) , he makes C c (R n ) into an (A?B){bimodule where B is the algebra C c (H) (with convolution for multiplication) and A is the part of the commutant of (H) preserving C c (R n ) . There is then a natural rigging map, and this allows a Rie el induction from the trivial representation of B to A .
The T{procedure selects the set of all representations in which the Dirac algorithm makes sense, which necessarily excludes the original representation of the current system. This means that one loses the original physical interpretation of the state vectors, and one has the problem of which representation to choose for the constrained system. From the point of view of the physics, one may sometimes be more interested in constructing the constrained operators directly out of the original ones. Landsman's method does this, but requires some additional group structure, and quantizes a fairly small algebra. Both methods do only the kinematics, and if the dynamics do not preserve ? it is hard to see from these structures what should be done.
We will propose a method for constraining the kinematics of a quantum particle to ? which generalises the usual Dirac prescription and in which the constrained operators are explicitly constructed from the original ones. It will then be fairly easy to see what to do with the dynamics.
In a sense the solution of the kinematics problem is already known. One takes the subspace C c (R n ) L 2 (R n ) and restricts it to ? , thus obtaining a dense subset of the physical Hilbert space L 2 (?; ) ( denotes the measure induced {10{ on ? by ). The restriction is the same as factoring out the subspace N := f 2 C c (R n ) f ? = 0 from C c (R n ) . The observables are those operators which \restrict to ? ," i.e. operators A which preserve C c (R n ) and N , in which case A lifts through the restriction to de ne an operator on C c (?) L 2 (?) . This is the procedure which we intend to re ne. Note however that the restriction map : C c (R n ) ! C c (?) is unbounded with respect to the L 2 {norms and it is not closable as an operator (let k 2 L 2 (R n ) be a sequence of continuous functions with compact support, all of which have the same restriction to a nonzero 2 L 2 (?) , and which converge to zero w.r.t. the L 2 {norm . Then k ! 0 , ( k ) ! 6 = 0 , so lim ( k ) 6 = (lim k ) ). So we expect some pathologies to arise in operator questions. We would also like to build the inner product of L 2 (?) explicitly out of the inner product of L 2 (R n ) . For a function f 2 L 1 (R n ) we have
where J is the Jacobian and V is as in the preceding proof. Observe that for a xed ' = s that J(y; s) dy is not yet the surface measure d s on ' ?1 (s) . For that the orthogonal coordinate ' needs to be expressed in terms of the length of the curves y = constant . Since d' = jr'jd`with d`the length measure on a curve y = constant , we conclude that d s (y) = J jr'j](y; s) dy . Now
and this is the expression we wish to exploit. Let f 2 C c (R n ) , and let the thickness of the shell ' ?1 ?t; t] around ? approach zero, then f J jr'j (y; ') dy {12{ is continous due to the uniform continuity of the integrand;{ a consequence of f 2 C c (R n ) and J jr'j 2 C 1 (R n ) . Thus for all f 2 C c (R n ) .
In particular, let 1 ; 2 2 C c (R n ) , then we have where we used the notation (ĥ )(x) := jr'(x)j (x) and P t :=^ ' ?1 ?t; t] and this is the desired relation between the inner products of the initial space L 2 (R n ) and of the physical space L 2 (?) . (Note that P t is just the spectral projection of' on the interval ?t; t] , and thatĥ is a positive bounded operator on P t H ). Now the right hand side of this equation will exist for a much larger class of functions in L 2 (R n ) than C c (R n ) , though for some of these the restrictions to ? on the left hand side may not be de ned. However the limit in (3.5) will de nitely fail to exist for some elements of L 2 (R n ) . for all pairs 1 ; 2 for which the rhs is de ned and nite. To obtain a positive sesquilinear form from (3.6), we need to decide on a dense domain on which ( ; ) ? is de ned and nite. Clearly C c (R n ) is one such domain, but it is not maximal. In fact, ( ; ) ? C c (R n ) has no closed extensions as a sesquilinear form (cf. RS] p278), so there is no canonical way of getting a maximal domain. The set S := 2 L 2 (R n ) ( ; ) ? exists and is nite {13{ is not a linear space since ( 1 ; 2 ) ? need not exist for 1 ; 2 2 S as one can verify with easy examples. Nevertheless, some domains containing C c (R n ) seem quite natural, e.g. the domain C ' consisting of those 2 L 2 (R n ) for which there is some t > 0 (depending on ) such that P t 2 C c ? C c (R n ) = C c (?) .
Proof: (1) Since ( 1 ; 2 ) ? = (C 1 ; C 2 ) ? , this is already proven above.
(2) Let 2 C c (R n ) and de ne UC := ? which is in C c (?) since ? is a closed subset of R n . To see that U is well de ned on C c (R n ) Ker ( ; ) ? , let 1 ; 2 2 C c (R n ) with ( 1 ? 2 ) ? = 0 . Then by (3.4) we nd 1 ? 2 2 Ker ( ; ) ? , i.e. C 1 = C so U is well-de ned. Moreover from (1) we see that U is unitary on the dense subspace C C c (R n )] hence it extends to a unitary on H ? . Clearly C c (R n ) ? = C c (?) , so since the image of U contains a dense subspace and U is unitary, we nd U : H ? ! L 2 (?) onto. This means the restriction map can be written as := U C : C ' ! L 2 (?) , but now it implicitly involves a limiting process, which we will exploit below.
Note that C c (R n ) \ Ker ( ; ) ? = 2 C c (R n ) ? = 0 and that is unbounded (w.r.t. the Hilbert space norms).
Example. We want to see what the above structure looks like in the restriction of a quantum particle in R 3 to a sphere. So take H = L 2 (R 3 ) , p = ir ,q (x) = x (x) as usual and for the constraint '(x) = {14{ jxj 2 ? a 2 , a > 0 . Now (r')(x) = 2x 6 = 0 except if x = 0 , and so the critical point of ' is distance a away from ? = ' ?1 (0 with (?) = 0 6 = ( ) , ?\ = ; , neither the Dirac method (which will only produce L 2 ( ) ) nor the method above seem appropriate. So what we want is a method which will give the method above on ? , and the Dirac procedure on . (We choose not to allow surface terms on ). Assume the critical points of ' are well away from ? , and that is the closure of an open set. That is, we want a densely de ned map 4. Constraining the Dynamics.
In this section we continue the analysis of the problem of constraining a quantum particle in R n to a subset and address the problem of how to constrain the dynamics, i.e. how to construct out of the given time evolution on L 2 (R n ) an acceptable time evolution on the physical Hilbert space. We consider four cases:
(1) For an ordinary Dirac constraining we restrict for example a quantum particle in R n with Hamiltonian H to live on a set T which is the closure of an open set S (hence (T) 6 = 0 ). Kinematically, one constrains via the projection P phys : L 2 (R n ) ! L 2 (T) , as described at the start of Sect. 3. If the dynamics preserve T , i.e. each U t := exp itH is of the form U t = a 0 0 b with respect to the decomposition L 2 (R n ) = L 2 (T) L 2 (T) ? , then there is no problem;-one just restricts U t to L 2 (T) to obtain the constrained dynamics. In practice this is a rare occurrence.
{17{
(2) For the case of a Dirac constraining as in (1) where the dynamics does not preserve T , e.g. if the particle is free, H =p 2 =2m and T is compact, then H L 2 (T) is not selfadjoint. To equip the constrained particle with a time evolution, we need to choose some selfadjoint extension of the symmetric operator H C 1 c (S) (for this to make sense we need to assume that H preserves C 1 c (S) , which will be true if it is a di erential operator). This amounts to the choice of boundary conditions, i.e. deciding how the particle should behave at the walls (e.g. re ection), and this is a physical choice which cannot be determined from mathematical considerations alone. (3) For the problem of the last section where we constrain a particle in R n with Hamiltonian H to a lower dimensional submanifold ? , we will need to assume that H is \smooth enough" near ? , i. Below we will test both methods for a suitable choice of transverse space. This choice is the issue we now want to address. Recall that in the classical global method of Gotay, Nester and Hinds GNH], the idea was to adjust the dynamics so that the motion is always tangential to ? , thus forcing the particle to remain on ? . We look for some quantum mechanical version of this. First we want to give meaning to the concept of motion \tangential to ? " for a quantum particle. Whilst the classical state of a particle is a point in phase space, quantum mechanically a state is here a vector in L 2 (R n ) . Classically, a particle with constant mass at position q moves tangentially to ? if its momentum p = m _ q is tangential to ? , i.e. p 2 T q ? . Inspired by this, in a quantum mechanical setting, we say a particle in a state 2 C 1 c (R n ) moves tangentially to ? if (p )(q) 2 T q ? for all q 2 ? . Now, given the normal vectors r' to ? , we have v 2 T q ? i r'(q) v = 0 . So a particle in a state 2 C 1 c (R n ) moves tangentially to ? when (r' p ) (x) = 0 for all x 2 ? , i.e. i the component of the momentum of normal to ? is zero. We would like to generalise this notion away from C 1 c (R n ) . Since ? is of {measure {19{ has momentum tangential to the level sets of ' i r' p = 0 . Since in terms of the local coordinate system (y; ') of Sect. 3 this means @ @' = 0 on S t 0 , we see that S t 0 must be constant in the normal direction (i.e. along the trajectories of the vector eld r' ). So S t 0 is uniquely determined by its restriction to ? . This de nes the notion of \states with momentum tangential to the level sets of ' in S t 0 ." Conversely, given any 2 L 2 (?) , we can make out of it a state~ 2 L 2 (R n ) by extending it constantly along the normals in S t 0 and set it equal to zero outside S t 0 , i.e. '(x) (x) for x 2 S t 0 and zero for x 6 2 S t 0 (cf. proof of lemma 3.2 for ). Denote the space of these by H T t 0 , and the projection onto H T t 0 by P T t 0 . Then H T t 0 is thought of as a \thickening" of L 2 (?) in L 2 (R n ) , and note that H T t 0 \C ' is a transverse space. However, when we deal with di erential operators, the discontinuity at the boundary of the shell S t 0 is a problem, so we prefer the following smooth version. Let t 0 2 C 1 (R) be a bump function which is one on ?t 0 ; t 0 ] and zero outside ?t 0 ? "; t 0 + "] for a given " . Then de ne for a 2 L 2 (?) the new thickening
Denote the space spanned by these by H t 0 L 2 (R n ) , then clearly P t 0 H t 0 = H T t 0 .
We now want to constrain the Hamiltonian in such a way that it can be thought of as \projecting the force down to its tangential component," where a Hamiltonian tangential to ? will be one which keeps tangential motion to ? tangential, i.e. preserves the tangential states on some shell S t 0 . Recall that in the GNH{algorithm GNH] one restricted the Hamiltonian to all states with {20{ motion tangential to ? . To do the same here, we can now use either of the two proposed methods (i) or (ii) above with the choice of transverse space as T t 0 := H t 0 \ C ' \ Dom H :
As long as C 1 c (R n ) Dom H , we have that (T t 0 ) is dense, in which case this is indeed a transverse space. So assuming the latter, and that HT t 0 C ' , we de ne H (i) ( ) := (H ) 8 2 T t 0 :
(4:1)
In fact, when is smooth and H is a di erential operator, this becomes H (i) ( ?) = (H ) ? , and then the method is nothing but the one used by S. Helgason pp 251{252 He] for the restriction of a di erential operator to a submanifold. This is the rst reasonable method to consider.
To motivate the use of method (ii) , consider how a physicist might object to (4.1). Since H need not preserve T t 0 , it is possible that H has momentum which is not tangential to ? , in which case it seems there is a force acting on the particle, forcing it o ? . To project this force out of the total force acting on the particle the restriction procedure above may not be appropriate. for all 1 2 T t 0 for which this exists for all 2 2 T t 0 , (so that (4.2) de nes a vector H (ii) ( 1 ) 2 L 2 (?) ). Since P t T t 0 H T t , (4.2) coincides with method (ii) . This is the second reasonable method. One can easily conceive of other methods apart from (i) and (ii) for constraining dynamics, for instance forcing the particle onto ? by in nite potential walls: {21{ (iii) Given a system L 2 (R n ); '; H as before, restrict the particle to a box around ? , say the shell S t , but for it to be well{de ned we need to assume HC 1 c (S t ) C 1 c (S t ) and that we have a selfadjoint extension H t on L 2 (S t ) of the symmetric operator H 2 C 1 c (S t ) (' ?1 ( t)) = 0 . In the case when H is a di erential operator, this means one needs to decide how it behaves at the walls. Henceforth we assume H is a di erential operator. If we choose ordinary re ection at the walls (quantum billiards), then a 2 DomH t must satisfy @ @' = 0 when ' = t ; but without more detailed knowledge of H we do not know what additional boundary conditions must satisfy to make H t selfadjoint. So Dom H t is a subspace of
Then in the limit when t goes to zero, the boxes force the particle (hence H t ) onto ? . The appropriate way to take this limit, is through , i. where i S t 2 Dom H t for all t 2 (0; t 0 ) and some xed t 0 . Note that the possible i 's are restricted by the behaviour at the boundary. So here for re ection, we get that (@ i =@')(y; t) = 0 for all t 2 ?t 0 ; 0) (0; t 0 ] .
We recognise that P t is in our transverse space of earlier on. When the space of ( ) for such is dense in L 2 (?) , H (iii) is well{de ned. Other versions of this is possible if we change the behaviour at the walls, e.g. introduce a phase with the re ection. We will not discuss any other methods, but now the surprise is that we have the following equivalences: 
{22{
Proof: (1) We rst show H (i) = H (ii) . Recall that C 1 c (R n ) Dom H , and Example 4.6. We would like to restrict a free quantum particle in R 3 to a cylinder ? of radius a around the z{axis . We do this in exact analogy with the sphere. Let the constraint be '(x) = x 2 + y 2 ? a 2 , then r'(x) = (2x; 2y; 0) hence the critical points are well away from ? . 
{27{
on C 1 c (?) . This is precisely the quantization one would expect of the constrained classical Hamiltonian (2.6).
Remarks. (1) We regard the choice of a transverse space T as a decision on the direction from which H should be reduced to ? . Above we chose the normal direction. In quantum systems with less geometry (e.g. no metric on an underlying manifold), it may be di cult to decide on an appropriate T . This choice has physical content, and seems analogous to the choice of a selfadjoint extension for a Hamiltonian in the Dirac approach sketched early this section. An alternative way of expressing the choice of the transverse space is to observe that on L 2 (S t 0 ) for t 0 small enough, the pair of operators' and P ' := i@=@' form a canonical pair, i.e. P ' ;'] = i for all smooth with compact support in the interior of S t 0 . Then T S t 0 = Ker P ' \ Dom (H L 2 (S t 0 )) . So in a general quantum system one can look for a given \local canonical conjugate" to the constraint to obtain a transverse space as its kernel. In fact, this observation also gives a clue on how to enforce second{class constraints, in the sense that if we are given a canonical pair '; P ' to enforce, then we do it as above, by using P ' to locally select a transverse space to ' ?1 (0) . (2) Recall that in Sect. 2, the classical secondary constraint we obtained for ' was (r') p ? . The selection of the normal transverse space above, can be thought of as the enforcement of the constraint r' p = 0 near ? , which looks very much like what one would expect a \quantization" of the classical secondary constraint to be. This leads one to ask whether we can quantize the in nitesimal Dirac procedure which produced this secondary constraint as a whole. Unfortunately this does not seem to work;{ we sketch how it goes awry. Given the primary constraint ' as a new secondary constraint to select the transverse space instead of r' p , we obtain the wrong result on the sphere. Nevertheless, given the close parallel which the selection of the transverse space has to the classical secondary constraint, we regard the use of a transverse space here as the imposition of a secondary quantum constraint. (3) We remark that one needs to reduce the dynamics in nitesimally, i.e. through the Hamiltonian, not directly on the time evolution unitaries exp(itH) . (4) In general, there is no guarantee that the constraining of a selfadjoint Hamiltonian H to ? produces an essentially selfadjoint operator on L 2 (?) . This is a di cult question that needs further investigation, and its classical equivalent in the GNH{algorithm also is unsolved, that is, we do not know whether reducing a given complete Hamiltonian vector eld to a submanifold ? produces a complete vector eld on ? . When ? has edges, it is very easy to get examples of complete vector elds which will not be complete when constrained to ? .
5. Constrained Observables.
In this section we continue the analysis of the problem of the previous sections speci cally in regard to the observables. That is, given the unbounded map : C ' ! L 2 (?) above, we wish to examine how selfadjoint operators and unitaries on L 2 (R n ) lift through to produce operators on L 2 (?) . Due to the unboundedness and nonclosability of there will be some pathology, even for bounded operators on L 2 (R n ) .
The choice of eld algebra F B(H) will turn out to be important for obtaining a nontrivial constrained eld algebra on L 2 (?) . In fact, the CCR{ algebra (R 2n ) = C exp(iq a); exp(ip a) a 2 R n will be too small if ? is a curved manifold (see later in this section). A more suitable eld algebra for curved ? is C b (R n ) o Di R n , which is here concretely the C*{algebra generated in B(L 2 (R n )) by the multiplication operators T f f 2 C b (R n ) ,
2 L 2 (R n ) = H and the set of unitaries V 2 Di R n , where
with J the Jacobian of 2 Di R n . We will concentrate on these two classes of operators below. Since we are interested in *{algebras of operators, we will concentrate on situations where the dense subspace S is invariant under the class of operators under consideration.. De ne the *{algebra:
F S := A 2 F A 2 S 3 A 8 2 S :
There are three obvious dense subspaces S we can ask to be preserved, C ' , C c (R n ) and the transverse space T t = H t \ C ' \ domH of the last section (or better still, the space T (t 0 ) spanned by all T t for t 2 (0; t 0 ] and all possible smoothings ), and we will consider all these in due course. A useful way of characterising T (t 0 ) is as
The choices T t or T (t 0 ) can be thought of as enforcing secondary quantum constraints on the observables, cf. remark 2 of Sect. 4. However, we will see that in the quantum picture there is no compelling reason to do this.
Unless we specify what S is below, we will assume some choice has been made. The elements of F S which will lift via (5.1) are those which preserve S \ Ker , and for these we have: (A) (B) ( ) = (AB ) = (AB) ( ) {30{ for all 2 S , i.e.
is an algebra homomorphism. However, there are two pathologies associated with ;{ (i) given an A 2 B(H) for which (A) exists, then (A) need not be bounded,
(ii) given an A 2 B(H) for which both (A) and (A ) exist, we need not have that (A ) (A) .
Example of (i) :
Let H = L 2 (R 2 ) , '(x) = x 2 so ? = ' ?1 (0) is the x 1 {axis. Choose S = C c (R n ) . Clearly all V preserve S = C c (R 2 ) for all 2 Di R 2 , so since (V )(x) = J ?1=2 ( ?1 x) ( ?1 x) we have V 2 F S . If ? ? , we get that V preserves C c (R 2 n?) = Ker ( ; ) ? \ C c (R 2 ) , and so (V ) exists. Consider now the 2 Di R 2 given by (x 1 ; x 2 ) := (ax 1 ; x 2 e x 1 ) , a > 0 , so clearly ? = ? and J (x) = ae x 1 6 = 0 . (That is a di eomorphism is clear since its inverse is ?1 (x 1 ; x 2 ) = (x 1 =a; x 2 e ?x 1 =a ) which is also di erentiable). We remark that if we chose a more restrictive space S , e.g. T (t 0 ) , then the di eomorphism in the last example will preserve T (t 0 ) , so this pathology cannot be removed by enforcing \secondary quantum constraints." Example of (ii) :
Continue the previous example, noting that (V ) exists because ?1 ? = ? .
However, if (V ) (V ) we have for all 2 C c (R 2 ) that
which makes ? V unitary, hence bounded, in contradiction with example (i) , so it is false that (V ) (V ) .
Now, it appears reasonable to the authors that in a constraining method, boundedness and the adjoint operation should be preserved, at least on the physical variables. So we want to restrict the set of operators under consideration to those satisfying these two requirements. Observe that an A 2 F S will lift to a bounded (L 2 (?) ) . We think of R S as the \physical observables" obtained from enforcing the constraint on O S , in analogy to the algebra R of the T{procedure for Dirac constraining. R S cannot be zero because the identity operator I 2 O S and ? I = I . We do not expect R S to be a C*{algebra, but it can easily generate a C*{algebra since R S = ? O S B(L 2 (?)) .
Given that the commutant' 0 is the traditional observables, we nd here:
Theorem 5.5. F S \' 0 \ĥ 0 O S .
Proof: Let A 2 F S \' 0 \ĥ 0 , which is a *{algebra, so it also contains A . for all 2 Ker \ S . An immediate consequence is that (A) exists for all A 2' 0 \ F S (though (A) need not be bounded in general), and as before, we only need commutativity close to ? to get this. Also note the similarity with the condition P phys A(I? P phys ) = 0 for an observable in Dirac constraining. Moreover the proof of 5.6 used only the existence of the limit (3.6) for , so it will work for larger domains than C ' .
In the particular cases where S is either C ' or C c (R n ) , we shorten the On comparing the method above to that of Landsman La], we note that the algebra which Landsman selects to impose the constraint on is the subalgebra of the commutant' 0 which preserves C c (R n ) , i.e.' 0 \ F c . In our case the algebra which we constrain, O c can be considerably larger than that, with consequently larger algebra of observables R c , but on the other hand there are also nonzero A 2' 0 \ F c nO c (see below).
Next we wish to examine whether particular classes of operators are in O S .
Consider the multiplication operator (T f ) (x) := f(x) (x) 8 2 H where f is bounded and Borel. It is not automatic that T f 2 F S . In (t) . Now consider the unitaries V , 2 Di R n . For the choice S = C c (R n ) , we have that both V and V preserve C c (R n ) , hence V 2 F c for all 2 Di R n . This is not however true for the choice S = C ' . In fact, let be a xed translation x = x + a not preserving ? , and let 2 C ' be continuous on a neighbourhood of ? but so discontinuous on ? that restriction to ? is not de ned. Then V ?1 6 2 C ' , and so V ?1 6 2 F ' . Thus F ' contains a smaller set of the unitaries V than F c . Below we will examine when these are in O ' . Let S = C c (R n ) 3 , then This is equivalent to ? R n n? R n n? , which is equivalent to ?
? . This argument directly adapts to C ' . Note that if ? is curved and nonperiodic, then the translations will not preserve it, so exp(ip a) 6 2 O c O ' hence of the generating unitaries of (R 2n ) , only the commutative set exp(iq a) a 2 R n is in O c O ' . This is why we consider the CCR{algebra as too small a choice of eld algebra for this type of constraining. where J (resp. J ) is the Jacobian of (resp. ? ) with respect to (resp. ). i.e. Landsman La] quantizes some operators which we have excluded from our observables. (Some of these can still be taken through using 5.6, but they need not preserve the adjoint or boundedness). Nevertheless, we conclude that the eld algebra C b (R n ) o Di R n has ample elements in its physical algebras R c or R ' .
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(2) There is no reason in general to expect that the time evolutions will preserve R S , so we will need to extend it by taking the constrained eld algebra as the C*-algebra generated in B(L 2 (?)) by R S and the unitaries exp itH ? , t 2 R . (3) Recall that we consider the enforcement of secondary quantum constraints as the selection of the set S = T (t 0 ) which the observables should preserve.
Since this is an analogy to the classical procedure, it is natural to look for reasons to justify such a choice, and a rst attempt may be to ask whether the choice of transverse states for S will make the Jacobian condition in 5.8 obsolete, i.e. whether for a V 2 F T (t) we have V 2 O T (t) i ?
? . This is not true, as we can see by an easy counterexample. Continue the example (5.3) with the additional assumption that the Hamiltonian has DomH = C 1 c (R 2 ) and that 2 Di R 2 is not the given one in (5. Another possible reason one may want to use to justify the enforcement of secondary quantum constraints, is to produce a common dense invariant domain (S) for the observables R S . However, for the choice S = T (t) there is no reason why the Hamiltonian H ? should preserve (T (t) ) , so it will be unreasonable to require the observables to do so. So at this stage we fail to see why secondary quantum constraints should be imposed on the observables.
(4) It is interesting to observe that for any Hilbert space operator K : H 1 ! H 2 with dense range, we can obtain the structure above. 6. Constraining by a general selfadjoint operator.
For later reference we start by summarizing the constraining algorithm developed in the preceding sections. Given the following data: operatorsp ,q and H on C 1 c (R n ) L 2 (R n ) , a bounded ' 2 C 1 (R n ) such that ? = ' ?1 (0) is a smooth (n ? 1){dimensional submanifold and moreover r' is bounded and nonzero on a neighbourhood of ? and a unital eld algebra F B(L 2 (R n )) containing' , exp ip a , exp iq a , (1 (O S ) = O S D S =: R S , and the algebra of the constrained observables on L 2 (?) is the C*{algebra generated by R S and exp(iRH ? ) .
In this section we want to generalise the method above to impose a constraint \ C = 0 " where C is a general bounded selfadjoint operator on a Hilbert space H with zero in its continuous spectrum. (If we start with an unbounded selfadjoint operator C we can, without loss of generality convert the problem to a bounded one by replacing C with f(C) where f is a continuous bounded real{valued function with f(x) = x on a neighbourhood of zero). As before, we still assume that there is a unital eld algebra F acting on H , containing C , and that there is also a (possibly unbounded) Hamiltonian H given on H , exp(itH) 2 F for all t . We will be concerned with the construction of three objects;{ the constrained Hilbert space (and the constraining map to it from the original space), the constrained Hamiltonian, and the algebra of constrained observables.
At the abstract C*{level, the kinematics part has already been solved GH], but one obtained the set of all representations in which the constraint can be imposed as an eigenvalue condition. Here we want to build a particular concrete constrained system out of the given unconstrained one. Now geometry was paramount in the analysis of the previous sections, in that we needed a metric (on an underlying space) to de ne gradients, norms of vectors, normals to surfaces and the Lebesgue measure. This vital piece of information is missing in the problem under consideration, and we somehow need to augment the given data fF; H; H; Cg in order to adapt the method previously found to this problem. The extra information we will assume is: (i) a maximally commutative C*{algebra A B(H) containing C .
(Call A a polarisation, and we know that it always has a cyclic and separating vector BR 2.5.3]) (ii) A choice of a cyclic and separating vector for A . (Call the vacuum). (iii) A choice of scaling operator K 2 A + , KerK = f0g . (iv) A selfadjoint operator P C such that P C ; C] = i for all 2 D a dense invariant subspace of P t 0 H where P t denotes the spectral projection {41{ of C of the interval ?t; t] . This is thought of as a \local" canonical momentum for C , which will de ne the normal direction to the constrained system. Starting with' = '(q) , the natural choice of polarisation is A := f(q) f 2 L 1 (R n ) = exp(iq a) a 2 R n 00 , and for we can then choose any positive nowhere vanishing L 2 {function . Choose the Gaussian (x) = exp(?ajxj 2 ) , a > 0 and note that C c (R n ) = C c (R n ) , hence C c (R n ) A . Now for K we must have K 2 A + , so K = k(q) for some k 2 L 1 + (R n ) , k ?1 (0) = ; . For the moment we will choose k to be continuous, and then below deduce the precise choice which will correspond with the previous results for this situation. whenever A B 2 L (which we will see below is all C c (R n ) so if we write A = f A (q); B = f B (q) with f A ; f B 2 C c (R n ) and remember that where we made the choice k = jr'j , which is just the normalised inner product of L 2 (?) , and this will produce the same than we had before. If there is also a group of symmetries which needs to be unitarily implemented on the constrained Hilbert space H ! K , we can use this unitarity to determine K .
{44{
So now that we have the constraining map : H ! H ! K as above, we can proceed to constrain the dynamics. This is where we will use the assumed operator P C in the role of the \normal derivative i @
